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make these videos. The video above shows how to check for blown fuses in the interior fuse
box of your Subaru Forester and where the fuse panel diagram is located. If your map light,
stereo, heated seats, headlights, power windows or other electronic components suddenly stop
working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If your Forester is experiencing
electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first, because they are relatively easy to
check and cheap to change. Some Subarus have multiple interior fuse boxes even the trunk the video above will show you where the interior fuse box of your Forester is located. The more
electronics your Forester has, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple
fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If
you need to replace a blown fuse in your Forester, make sure you replace it with one that has
the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in
question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional
mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is
a short or some other problem with your Forester. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Leaking coolant is usually a sign that
your water pump needs to be replaced. This video shows you how to quickly plug it. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Car
Displayed: Subaru Forester X 2. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier
has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change a burnt out
headlight. Avoid tickets and accidents with both working headlights! New bulbs are much
brighter too. Replace reverse light. White light when you back up - yup, they burn out and you
can replace them with bright LEDs. Fix minor oil leaks. Learn how to diagnose and fix minor oil
leaks in your car. Plug minor coolant leaks. See all videos for the Subaru Forester. We have a
massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Available in Japan from , the
Forester shares its platform with the Impreza. The Forester was one of the first emerging
crossover SUVs. It used the Impreza platform but with the larger 2. However, the Outback Sport
remained in production for the U. Due to the Forester's low center of gravity, it meets the United
States federal safety standards for passenger vehicles, and does not require a "risk of rollover"
warning label on the driver's visor. Size and price-wise, it fits between the shared Impreza
platform, and the larger Legacy. When the transmission detects a speed difference between the
front and rear axle sets, the transmission progressively sends power to the rear wheels. Under
slip conditions it can achieve an equal split in front and rear axle speeds. When accelerating or
driving uphill, the vehicle's weight shifts rearward, reducing front-wheel traction, causing the
transmission to automatically send torque to the rear wheels to compensate. When braking or
driving downhill, the vehicle's weight shifts towards the front, reducing rear-wheel traction. The
transmission again compensates by sending torque to the front wheels for better steering
control and braking performance. Essentially, manual cars are set up with more bias towards

the rear than automatic cars. The U. In Subaru updated the exterior with a modest facelift to the
front, rear and sides, and the interior's dashboard MY Notably new in were the three-point
seatbelts for all five seating positions, including force limiters in front and height-adjustable
shoulder belt anchors for front and rear outboard positions, plus rear seat headrests for all
three seating positions. New equipment for included Titanium pearl paint for the bumpers and
cladding; six-disc in-dash CD sound system; leather-wrapped steering wheel, shift knob and
handbrake handle; variable intermittent wipers with de-icers and driver's side fin; and the
five-spoke alloy wheels. The second generation was introduced as a model at the Chicago Auto
Show , based on the new Impreza platform, featuring several fine-tune improvements over the
past model. The Forester features weight-saving refinements such as an aluminum hood,
perforated rails, and a hydro-formed front sub-frame. The most noticeable change was the
offering of 2. In , the turbocharged XT trim was released. However, the same model had been
available since the late s elsewhere in the world. The X and XS models feature a 2. Both engines
have timing belt camshaft. All Forester 2. Starting with the XT, the turbocharged version had
Active valve control system cylinder heads. The i-AVLS active valve lift system became
standard on the naturally aspirated version of the Forester in The XT received a higher
compression ratio to 8. For the model year, Subaru gave the SG a facelift, using redesigned
headlights, tail-lights, bonnet, grille, front bumper and side-moldings. All of the 2. These
engines are interference engines , meaning that if the timing belt breaks or stretches, the
pistons will hit the valves, requiring an engine teardown, and a likely rebuild. Also, if this belt is
replaced around , miles, it is a good idea to change the water pump, thermostat, belt tensioner
and all the idler pulleys for this belt. The water pump and thermostat are behind this belt. In
Australia for the Series II MY06 cars, Subaru changed the recommended service interval for the
timing belt replacement from , kilometers to , kilometers. The 2. For and later, this problem was
addressed with a revised, higher performing design, but is still a problem. Market was offered
the car with either the 2. In , the L. Bean edition is added. In , styling is updated, Active valve lift
system is added to non-turbo engines to improve power and efficiency, XS model deleted, and
Premium model added. The Luxury Pack edition was an option on all models - allowing for
leather seats and a sunroof. These options were also included with the Columbia edition. The
Weekender edition included fog lights, roof racks and alloy wheels. Standard with the
Manufacture Year MY06 Forester came with larger side mirrors with indicator lights, curtain
airbags giving a 5 star safety rating, remodelled centre console and exterior with a new look
nose, lights and bumpers and the rear lost the large Subaru badge under the rear window. The
Forester was sold in India as a Chevrolet alongside other unique Chevrolet models sold there.
However, since General Motors no longer holds an ownership stake in Subaru's parent
company, Fuji Heavy Industries , sales in India of the Chevrolet-badged Forester have ended. A
look-alike was produced by Yema and known as the Yema F99 in China. It was a similar design
to the pre-facelifted model. Production ran from to The engine was a 1. The car was not related
to the Forester even though they look very similar. The Forester was imported to China from
until in the following models:. The Forester STi was never exported to any other markets. It was
only distributed in Japan. The Forester STi exterior was modified with additions such as a
redesigned front fascia with new headlights, front bumper, grille and "STi" badged covered fog
lights, like those seen on the Impreza WRX STi. The rear fascia was also redesigned with
revised tailights, rear bumper and an added rear spoiler. Multiple changes were made to engine
and the mechanical components of the Forester to create the Forester STi. They include:. The
Forester STi received the 2. A six-speed manual gearbox, a larger intercooler, and a
low-back-pressure exhaust system were also added. The top three ratios of the gearbox are 14
percent taller to match the engine's torque curve. Multiple changes were made to the
mechanical components of the Forester to create the Forester STi. To cope with the extra power
made by the new engine, the Forester STi gets many upgraded suspension components
including STi sport springs, revised struts at each corner and bigger anti-roll bars and
cross-members. These changes result in a 1. Rolling resistance is also improved, but the higher
center of gravity of the Forester still remains. The Forester STi has a new rack with quicker ratio
that leads to more-deliberate turn-in. Four-piston Brembo brakes are employed on the front
wheels, and two-piston units are used on the back. The Forester STi has special STi bucket
seats with red inserts, a smaller leather steering wheel and a shift knob with red stitching. The
Forester STi accelerates from The Forester STi can go on to reach a top speed of mph The third
generation Forester began to move away from a traditional wagon design towards becoming a
crossover SUV. It was larger in nearly every dimension and featured a sloping roof line with
more cargo space. Subaru unveiled the model year Forester in Japan on December 25, The
independent double wishbone rear suspension was redesigned for better handling and a
smoother ride. A "Sportshift" mode was added to the four-speed computer-controlled automatic

transmission. The in-dash, touch-screen satellite navigation system became Bluetooth
compatible, and integrated with a premium stereo. A six-speaker surround sound enhancement
was optional. The new model added 3. Ground clearance was 8. The Forester was available in
Europe from with either the 2. The new model was introduced at the Paris Motor Show in
October. The EE20 diesel engine in the Euro 4 guise was plagued by crankshaft failure caused
by cracks forming when operated in cold climate. Although Subaru never acknowledged this
defect, the engine was reworked for the Euro 5 model in to eliminate this issue. In Netherlands
the Forester is offered with petrol or diesel engines. The petrol engine can also be fitted with an
additional liquefied petroleum gas installation LPG , usually an aftermarket installation provided
directly through dealerships. There were seven specifications with various trim and
performance levels: [17]. Of note is a serious head gasket issue that remains unresolved by
Subaru. Can be resolved by aftermarket gaskets, however, this is an expensive engine out job.
The Forester trim levels were the 2. The interior color was either black or light gray, with three
upholstery selections, including leather. Starting July , Subaru no longer offered a
special-edition L. Bean trim level on the Forester. The USA 2. Safety equipment included front
airbags with side curtain airbags and front passenger side airbags for a total of six airbags and
brake assist that detects panic-braking situations and applies maximum braking force more
quickly. The five-speed manual transmission was equipped with Incline Start Assist. Some of
the standard equipment found on the 2. The L. Bean edition added automatic climate control,
leather upholstery, an upgraded stereo with six speakers and a six disc in-dash CD changer
over the four-speaker stereo with single disc CD player, and an in-dash navigation system, as
well as L. Bean signature floor mats and rear cargo tray. For , XT models came only with a
four-speed automatic with Sport Shift. The Forester XTI concept vehicle used the 2. Subaru
produced a specialized vehicle for the National Ski Patrol based on the 2. In , USA model year ,
the Subaru Forester received a minor facelift featuring a new grille insert and several small
changes in various trim levels. A new 2. Subaru also quietly switched to the all new 2. The new
engine made the same hp Japan models went on sale in November Early model includes 2.
Asian models went on sale in March as model year. US models went on sale in March as model
year vehicles. Early models include 2. All other models are equipped with the Lineartronic CVT.
These are not available on other models. The Forester had not been rated Good in the Small
Overlap Front test until modifications were made for the model year. The small overlap test,
introduced in by the IIHS, simulates a frontal collision on 25 percent of the driver's side front
corner. Since its adoption, the IIHS has noticed several automakers making non-symmetrical
modifications to their vehicles. Another small overlap test was conducted on a number of
vehicles, including a Forester, but was conducted on the passenger side instead. The crash test
showed substantially more intrusion into the passenger side than into the driver's side of the
Forester, it would have been rated Marginal [39] [40]. The Forester has a new feature called X
Mode that allows owners to go through more extreme conditions both on the road and off. The
concept is that any driver, regardless of skill level, can drive safely on wet roads or muddy
areas. It works by monitoring wheel-slip on all four wheels; should one or more wheels begin to
slip, X Mode kicks in and applies the brakes to the affected wheel which results in a transfer of
power to the opposite wheel. The top-of-the-line Touring model Forester offers Subaru's
EyeSight [43] driver assist technology that uses stereoscopic CCD cameras mounted on either
side of the rearview mirror. The system can be manually turned on or off. Being an optical,
instead of radar, based system, it has limitations in limited visibility situations; driving into the
sun, fog, or where the windshield is not cleared snow, mud, etc. The and models had a major
revamp of interior comfort. The passenger seat is higher, the sound system has been upgraded,
the rear bench seats are higher and the console is re-positioned for the person riding in the
center. The manual transmission models were also upgraded to a six-speed transmission
instead of the previous generation's five-speed transmission. Engines during these year models
did o have an issue, this is related predominantly to USA manufactured vehicles and USA
manufactured porous engine blocks, Subaru Australia have had no significant issues with
excess oil consumption in Australia with the Japanese manufactured vehicles. Nummerous
other automotive manufactures at the time have had oil consumption issues. Subaru had its
settlement of a lawsuit approved by a US Court in August The settlement provided for such
complainants to receive an extended eight year warranty on the engine, allowing for an engine
rebuild for that excessive oil consumption. Some speculation on this is the use of different style
piston rings on the engine style change and synthetic oil. Post-facelift styling â€” [45]. In the
Canadian market, the trims are named slightly differently, but offer pretty much the same
features as the equivalent trims above:. As with all auto makers, each trim comes with a
different level of standard features. The model year also comes standard with 8. The trim level
determines which system is installed. All provide a nominal torque split biased 60 front to 40

rear. In addition, the DriverFocus system is able to recognize five different drivers and will set
seat and mirror positions and climate control settings accordingly. This feature turns off the
engine when the brake pedal is pressed. The engine restarts when the brake pedal is released.
This feature comes on by default every time the engine is turned on but may be disabled after
the engine is on. A Forester Sport with an all new 1. From the outside, the Forester Sport is
identified by its black grille as well as grey-painted fog lamps covers, side mirrors and rocker
panels. The most obvious giveaway are the dual exhaust outlets, which are part of a redesigned
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